
(b) Discuss failure of Ampere's law and explain its
modification made by Maxwell. 7

7. (a) Drive the equation of magnetic energy stored i.e.

8

(b) When two coils are placed very close to each
other then find out equation of mutual induction. 7

SECTION-D
8. (a) Derive equation of speed of electromagnetic wave

in vacuum using Maxwell equations and explain
its transverse. '10

(b) When electro- magnetic wave (monochromatic) is
incident normally on dielectric.surface then show
that sum. of reflection' and transmission co
efficient is unity i.e. T+ Re I. 5

9. (a) Derive equation' of speed of electromagnetic wave
in non-conducting medium and explain
polarization. 10

(b) When electromagnetic wave of intensity I falls on
the surface which completely absorb the E. M .
waves then show that pressure (P) exerted on the
surface is P= IIc where c is speed of wave. 5
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.1. (a) What do you mean by electric diPoleancl/xpl~ ,,,
polar and non- polar dielectrics. f' 2.5)

(b) Write down any five properties of
2,5electromagnetic waves.

(c) Define refractive index (n) of amedium and write
its relation in term of relative permittivity Er and
permeability' (Ill' ). 2.5
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(d) Derive the differential form of faraday law in
electromagnetic induction.

2.5 SECTION-B

(e) Define stokes theorem and Gauss divergence

2.5
4. (a) Show that ).!r == 1+ XI1l, where ).!r is relative

permeability and Xm is magnetic susceptibility.

.theorem.

(f) Find out the value. of V(;) ,where -; is position

vector. 2.5
5

SECTION-A
(b) Define Ampere's law and derive its differential

form. 5

2. (a) Define gauss law in electrostatics and derive its
differential form. 5

(c)" Write properties of diamagnetic, paramagnetic
and ferromagnetic materials.

5
(b) Derive Poisson and Laplace's equation.

5 5. (a) Find out vector potential of an infinite solenoid

with turns per unit length n, radius R, and electric
current 1.(c) .Drive the equation of electric energy stored in

term of electric field intenSity i. e. W ==.~ JE2dV.5 .
5

(b) Find out magnetic field due to bar magnet at
arbitrary point.

5
3. (a) Write arid explain. boundary conditions in terms

of electric field intenSityand electric potentiaL. 5

(b) Derive the relation between electric displacement
vector, electric field intensity and electric
polarization vector i. e. D == Eo E +'P ,

5

(c) Show that change in magnetic dipole moment of

an electron which is revolving· around a

nUcleus due to application of magnetic field
2R2

Sm == -!!__B.
4me . 5

, (c) Derive the electric energy stored in di-electrics i.e.
'..' 1f--W ::= -'-. E. D dV.. 2 .

SECTIaN-C
5

6. (a) State and prove Poynting's theorem and define
Poynting vector (5 ) . 83001-1,250-(P-4)(O_9)(18) (2)
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